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1. Object 

In contrast to the current Standard pronunciation of German it is a noticea- 

ble characteristic of several Southern Bavarian dialects that there are no 

central —a- sounds in monophthongs. 
Gn the other hand one can postulate a front phoneme /a/ with at least tw0 

variants [a], [ae], and a back phoneme /n/ lacking in Standard German 

which has about four allophones [o], [z], [o], [u]. This situation led us to 
hypothesize that the back variants in stressed syllable position occur only “‘ 
words which have been in the language since the time of Old German Of 

Middle High German, while the front variants in stressed syllable position 
occur only in later words e.g. loan words and foreign words in a way similar 
to the relatively late occurrence of the i-Umlaut in Bavarian dialects. 

2. Method 

2.1. Word List Used in the Tests 

Three groups of twelve nouns all containing the letter -a- in stressed syllable 
posrtron and also occurring in Standard German were selected, mainly from 

"“ Bay°"s°h°s Wörterbuch' (Schmellerz 1872-1877, 1973). In the first 
$'°“P the twelve nouns were first recorded in the Old High German period, 

i81'2ä second "‘ the Middle High German period, and in the third from 
shi ex aeml'lllgh Gferman onwards. Each group had six examples of long -a- and 

m t P eso Sh0ft -a- ( in the standard pronunciation). A further require“ 
en on the list was that the mdividual words could be combined to form 18 

39ml_>ounds ex15tmg m Standard German. Furthermore it was necessary to 
rstr1bute expected front variants (short and long) systematically OVGr the 

ii;st and the second position in the compounds, for example ‘NagellaCk, and ax1fahrer , Garagenwagen’ and ‘Lampenkabel’. 

2.2. Recording of the Speech Data 

In 0 - far ;‘3°;Lz;äuce the rnlluence of Standard spoken and written language ” 

e we used plc“”° Puzzles as an elicitation technique. The 
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compound had to be guessed and spontaneously uttered from the pictures of 

the individual parts (eg. the picture for ‘Nagel’ - nail, then the picture for 

‘Lack’ — varnish, and then the compound ‘Nagellack’ - nail varnish). The 

compounds had to be uttered in the standardized context (‘Das ist ein 

glaub’ ich’ - this is a I guess) in order to avoid list effects and to keep the 

accentuation reasonably constant. 

Requirements for the Native Speakers: Born in the village where the 

recording was made; had spoken the dialect since childhood; no lengthy 

absences from the region; no higher education; dialect spoken as a matter of 

course at home; more than 30 years old. 

Eight male speakers from Upper Bavaria; four speakers from the south 

and four from the north. 

2.3. Digital Data Processing 

The recordings were digitalized (sample rate 20 KHz) and segmented using 

a segmentation routine available on the Institute's PD? 11/50. Five consecu- 

tive pitch periods were segmented individually from the central portron of 

the -a-vowel in the individual words and in the compounds. An analysrs 

program then calculated the fundamental frequency, the first three formants 

with their bandwidths and the length in milliseconds. For the production of 

the test material a waveform manipulation program was used to double 

every period because we imagined that a sequence only five periods long 

would be too short for a transcription to be possible. 

2. 4. Transcription 

Each new sequence of ten periods was presented five times to the subjects 

over loudspeakers. The subjects (all trained listeners) were instructed to note 

tOtlgue-height and tongue-p05ition (front - back) on two scales With seven 

steps each (Fig. 1). 

2.5. Cambined scales 

A system of coordinates was tried out. On the ordinate the seven steps ofthe 

transcription used for the evaluation oftongue-position and at the same nme 

the measured values of F; are entered. _ 

The abscissa shows the seven steps of the transcription of tongue-hetght 

_ and at the same time the measured values of Fl (Fig. 2)- For the definition Of 
the formant scale we followed suggestions of Ungeheuer (1962) and Ladefo- 

ged (1971). We restricted ourselves to the vowel system forming the subject °f 

our investigation. For each speaker the average of five Fl/FZ measurements 

was entered on the system of coordinates, together with the average trans- 

cription results of ten trained listeners. The areas enclosed by the dashed lmes 

were assigned the corresponding transcription symbols. In this way we also 

obtained a readily understandable aid for courses in expenmental Ph°“°t‘cs° 
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Fig. 2. Combined scales for l-'‚/l-‘z 'measurements and steps of transcription. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.0. To date a representative sample of 16 words from the total 36 (and thus 
eight of the 18 compounds) from five of the eight male speakers have been 
analysed. The speakers all had average fundamental frequencies between 100 
and 120 Hz. 
This gave a total of 160 -a-productions. The percentages given below relate to 
this total. 

3.1. The following average formant frequencies were assigned to the trans- 
cription symbols on the basis of the combined scale: 

[ae] 550/1650; [a] 680/1500; [a] 640/1250; 
[a] 530/1250;‘ [0] 650/1000; [:>] 550/ 900; 
[o] 450/ 850; [u] 410/ 800. 

Comparison with Delattre’s (1965) formant charts shows that the Bavarian 
F; values for front -a- realisations are much higher than the Standard 
German values, while the F. values of the back -a- productions are generally 
somewhat higher. The relatively low F, values for [u] can be explained by the 
influence of nasalization. 

3.2. Complete agreement between measured and heard results was found in 
78.2% of the cases. A difference of one step along the tongue-height scale was 
found in 18.3% and a one step difference in tongue-position in 32%. If one 
combines [a] and [ae] (Delattre 1965) the number of complete agreement 
rises to 885%. The rate of agreement could probably be improved still 
further by calibrating each speaker’s formant scale on the basis of the 
formant values for his individual neutral vowd [a]. 

3.3. In only 25% of the cases [et] was measured and was transcribed in 4.3%. 
Most of the occurrences of [a] were in the test word ‘l-larfe’ - harp (three 

Speakers) which is attested as early as the Old High German period. Centrali- 
zed [2] was measured and heard in 2.5% of the cases especially in the second 
position of the compounds (secondary stress). 

A total of 95% of the test words were categorized on the basis of the 
measurements and transcription as either front or back. _ 

Running counter to the hypothesis -a- in ‘Kafl'ee’ received a back realtsa- 
tion in all cases (18 X [a] and 2 X [D]). The hypothesis would predtct an 
[a]-realisation since “Kaffee” has entered the language relatively late. The 
reason for the discrepancy is probably that it has been psychologrcally 

domesticated by daily use. 
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